Humanitarian Update #30

as of November 4th
Vital Communications equipment purchased and delivered.
Several hundred Individual First Aid Kits... ...delivered by our partner – *Operation White Stork* - to various units in the east and south of Ukraine fighting on the front lines of democracy.
A partnership strengthens...

Between the
Ukrainian Congress Committee of America & Operation White Stork
Special delivery...
UCCA’s Country Director Roman Fedorowycz providing cold weather gear and MRE’s for our partner *Operation White Stork* to transport to the frontlines. Teamwork!
Supplies for Ukraine’s frontline defenders

6 packages of medicines, hygiene supplies and even some goodies sent to different frontline units.
UCCA-funded drone arrives in Ukraine... and is delivered to a special forces regiment defending Ukraine.
IFAK training session for the State Emergency Response team

Zhytomyr Oblast
Operation “Against the Cold”

Russia’s unprovoked war has taken an ominous turn. As a result of Ukraine’s successful counteroffensive enabling her to gradually retake Russian-controlled territories, the Kremlin has decided to strike at the heart of Ukraine – depriving the civilian population of essential services, including heating, electricity & water.

As the days get colder and winter sets in, tens of millions of Ukrainian lives are in jeopardy.

Thus, UCCA hopes we can count on your continued generous support to enable us to focus on what will be necessary to keep our fighting men and women, along with the millions of internally displaced people, fed, warmly clothed, sheltered and healthy through provision of medical care.

Thank you! Slava Ukraini!